
 

 Campus: Princeton High School 

Author(s): Kyle Lamothe Date Created / Revised: July 20, 2020 

Six Weeks Period: Second Grade Level & Course:  AP Physics (PHSAPPHU3L1) 

Timeline: 9 Days  Unit Title: Unit 04 Universal Gravitation Lesson # 05 

AP Learning Objectives 

 

Key 
Understandings 

The universal law of gravitation formulated by Newton states that every two objects in the universe 
with mass are attracted to each other. 

The history of gravity is essential to a complete understanding of its importance. Newton reasoned its 
general properties, Cavendish measured it, and Einstein extended it to an integrated theory of space 
and time. 

Relativity compares measurements between two frames of reference moving relative to each other.  

Special relativity examines the measurements at relative speeds near the speed of light. 

Objects moving near the speed of light will be shorter in direction of motion and more massive and 
slower clocks than measurements made by the moving object. 

Misconceptions Students may think that gravitational force is the same on all falling bodies. 

Students may think that gravitational force acts on one object at a time. 

Students may think only large objects have a gravitational force. 

Key Vocabulary  Gravitation- the force of gravity 
Relativity- the theory that space and time are relative concepts, rather than absolute concepts. 
Energy-the property of an object or a system that enables it to do work; measured in joules 
Correspondence principle-if a new theory is valid, it must account for the verified results of the old theory in the 
region where both theories apply. 
Invariant-meaning that something does not change under a transformation, such as from one reference frame 
to another 
Postulates-a fundamental assumption 
Frame of reference-may refer to a coordinate system used to represent and measure properties of objects, 
such as their position and orientation, at different moments of time 
Relative motion-All motion is relative to the observer or to some fixed object- 
  

Suggested Day  
5E Model 

Instructional Procedures 
 (Engage, Explore, Explain, Extend/Elaborate, Evaluate) 

Materials, Resources, Notes 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coordinate_system
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Position_(vector)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orientation_(geometry)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time


Day 1 
Engage/ Explore 

Bellringer: Students get in groups and get 1 tennis ball and 1 
dry erase board. Complete slightly modified CG1: Making the 
Turn Lab from physicsclassroom.com 
 
Circular Motion Model AP Days 1-3   
Students go through 1-5 on their own. Then review and discuss 
conclusions.  Use Centripetal Force Demonstrator to show direction 
of centripetal force/ acceleration.  
 
Project this simulation on board for students to complete #1-2 on 
the back physicsclassroom.com-Satellite-Motion-interactive  
 
Give students time to complete backside. 
 
Read p. 163  

Circular Motion AP Day 1 
Slides 2019  

Day 2  
Explore/ Explain 

Objective : Investigate the relationship between centripetal 
force, mass of object, speed, and radius.  
 
Centripetal Force Lab  Students collect data and analyze 
 

Circular Motion Day 2-3 AP 2019   

Day 3 
Explain/Elaborate 

Student groups present findings and finish packet 
Discuss meaning of slope. 

●  

Day 4 
Explore 

Objectives: Apply proportional reasoning to centripetal acceleration, 
identify the  force acting as the  centripetal force (especially 
emphasizing minimum critical speed to make a vertical loop-de-loop, 
and algebraically substitute in a  certain force for whichever force is 
acting towards the center of the circle at that moment. 
 
Work Through Circular Motion Mathematics  
 
Show F=ma &  a= v2/r  Explain relationship between linear motion in 
a circle is related to F=ma, such that acceleration is occurring as the 
direction the object would move if released from the centripetal force 
is tangential, so that it can and does have a constant speed, but not a 
constant velocity. However you can identify the (centripetal 
acceleration) ac=V2/r and (centripetal force) Fc= mac=mv2/r. 
 
 
Closing task: I will analyze qualitatively & quantitatively a skater at 
the top & sides of a loop. (Identify Centripetal Force at various 
positions Damien Walters video vertical circle video) 

● CF Calculations  

Day 5 
Elaborate 

Finish whatever work is undone. 
 
Objective: Use vector properties & Newton’s laws to successfully 
move a car around a track. 
 
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Physics-Interactives/Circular-and-
Satellite-Motion/Race-Track/Race-Track-Interactive  
 
Assign Khanacademy Homework: Changes is centripetal 
acceleration; identifying centripetal force. 

Circular Motion Racetrack Simulation  

Day 6 Evaluate Review, Quiz  

Day 4 Explore Objective: Explain how Newton connected the motion of planets with 
the motion of an apple. 
 
Discuss Aristotle’s picture of the universe 

Aristotle to Newton AP  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1VAHzLqYdDRYuIeeGR2qgAzLfs-qBOBKcj2D12a1nBxY/edit
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Physics-Interactives/Circular-and-Satellite-Motion/Uniform-Circular-Motion
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1CRv5jGAG8_IWmKFOTAa7ZX97HhVCUYywhfIMZgs2ZnQ/edit#slide=id.g6f82c0cba4_0_283
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1CRv5jGAG8_IWmKFOTAa7ZX97HhVCUYywhfIMZgs2ZnQ/edit#slide=id.g6f82c0cba4_0_283
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1Z10ps6SzqH8FgpOAdmC0hG2embfZGMKCdnPvWAlMjgw/edit#slide=id.g5dffbd313f_3_60
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Y9oeQUKpdmC5CY_2XIOfXqRxPqs-TnpcA2ZZyw53Zek/edit#
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1E7LBU8HJlYfjH_nHUa1-U_mDasU_-cHNNtGQl_5kzm8/edit#slide=id.g4556faa09d_0_288
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Physics-Interactives/Circular-and-Satellite-Motion/Race-Track/Race-Track-Interactive
https://www.physicsclassroom.com/Physics-Interactives/Circular-and-Satellite-Motion/Race-Track/Race-Track-Interactive
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1i1JdpR2YcKOntHrLukFVoCvP2Y6FI0vyoQqg4vP4bQk/edit#slide=id.g5dfff64d20_0_6
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/15-QjIdTXZzKOTSMYNrRiuFWgTavcL5ARndpnuqEurBI/edit#slide=id.g2a9c2de383_0_67


Read Apple Moon & the Mountain Thought Experiment  
Discuss Newton’s Conclusion of universal gravitation 
 
Handout Physicsclassroom curriculum p. 13 & 15 
 
 History channel’s retelling of Newton’s cannon 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=51mxBkwwSB8  
 
 
Post review solutions on classroom 

Day 5 Explain Conclude Interactive: Show relationship between Force, Distance, & 
Mass. 
 
 
Newton didn’t know G (gravitational constant) 
Cavendish uses known masses to find G (& weigh the earth) 
 
Objective: Substitute the gravitational force equation for the 
Centripetal force to analyze orbits. 
 
Handout Physicsclassroom curriculum 14 & 17  
 
 
Khanacademy gravitation and orbits due tomorrow (hold off on 
khanacademy we needed another day for this) 

AP Weighing the Earth & Orbittal 
Motion  
 

Day 7 Elaborate Review 1 problem from khanacademy 
Review some from study guide  
 
AP Bolo Review Game  or kahoot! 

●  

Day 8 Evaluate ● 6 weeks test ●  

Day 9   

 additional optional practice 
 
 
 
Example 1 page 130 
Acceleration of the Centripetal kind: example 3 page 133 
Give homework 
Page 150 # 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 10 (hard)  
 
Example 7 page 136 
Homework: Page 150 #14, 15 (medium/hard), 16, 
20 

 

 
Accommodations 
for Special 
Populations 

Accommodations for instruction will be provided as stated on each student’s (IEP) 
Individual Education Plan for special education, 504, at risk, and ESL/Bilingual.  

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1DJkRStocnLnXVB7yIgr1MW-YLmkSFa79xTCR-AoN9RU/edit
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=51mxBkwwSB8
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1GDN5dOKAljfxVJmZOQ2exq_JjvgTQQD4SXs7DMxePeQ/edit#slide=id.g2a72794035_0_34
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1GDN5dOKAljfxVJmZOQ2exq_JjvgTQQD4SXs7DMxePeQ/edit#slide=id.g2a72794035_0_34
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1VQZ5dCls6CcmLNH4ukOJGK6mkGIH7NOCGC5uFc4zPcY/edit#slide=id.p19

